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Introduction
An organization fulfils its business objectives 

which initiate priorities for the current business 
processes as well as for their support processes 
which include gaining and processing informati-
on (data). Business informatics plays a significant 
part in ensuring comprehensive management of 
enterprise (including finance, production, logi-
stics, human resource management, etc.) and 
also in promoting market relations (specific appli-
cations, electronic communication, continuous 
evaluation of situation on the market etc.) [4], [7]. 
Therefore, information systems are fully intended 
to support business processes. In order to gain 
this functionality, two aspects are monitored; con-
tent and security of information system (hereinaf-
ter IS). The content of an IS must be analysed and 
designed in accordance with business processes 
which the particular IS supports. In order to do 
so it is required to strictly perform data analysis 
and follow data modelling procedures [22]. The 
other aspect involves security requirements (safe 
running or threat resistance of the IS) [23]. Busi-
ness informatics represents a complicated com-
plex which is managed within recommended me-
thods and frameworks such as COBIT and ITIL 
[2], [3], [5].

Information environment (eventually its parts) 
is often outsourced. Outsourcing means that 
a company transfers responsibility for a specific 
information technology function to an external ven-
dor, in other words, the practice of delegating re-
sponsibility for some to all of an organization’s IS 
applications and operations to an outside firm [9], 
[12]. When outsourcing is used, some enterprise 
activities are ensured by external services (and 
resources) of a provider who specializes in inte-
grated blocks of provided service [17]. The scope 
of outsourcing of business informatics is diffe-
rent. We can include planning and IT (Information 
Technology) strategies, consulting, maintenance 
and support, development of SW (software) for 
internal use of a company, IS and application ru-

nning, operating business IS (e.g. SAP), terminal 
stations running, web services, web hosting, help 
desk, hotline, call centres, training and IT edu-
cation. The transition to outsourcing requires an 
audit of the current status, mapping information 
needs, developing a plan of the project and defi-
ning SLA (Service Level Agreement) for individual 
areas and purposes, setting up of concrete met-
rics and respective threshold values. Typical be-
nefits of IT services outsourcing include defined 
system response (defined system performance) 
and knowledge of the latest technologies. Out-
sourcing also guarantees fulfilment of predefined 
conditions within the SLA, substitutability of ope-
rators and administrators, especially solutions of 
emergency situations and reducing risk of failures 
of the IS. Even though information systems are the 
main element of supporting tools within the main 
business processes, a failure of an IS usually me-
ans even a suspension of proper running process 
instance. Therefore, availability or unavailability of 
IS has key influence on business continuity.

1. IT Service continuity
Business Continuity or, in other words, Busi-

ness Continuity Planning is not just a goal of an 
organization. It is also a tool which is focused on 
stable availability/performance of business pro-
cesses [14]. An integrated part of this approach is 
Disaster Recovery Planning, i.e. planning of reco-
very after a break down. Causes of break downs 
can be either large outages (terrorist events, na-
tural disasters) or small outages (e.g.: illness or 
retirement of key managers, logistics problems, 
failure of an internal network) [6], [20]. The role 
of management is to create an environment that 
facilitates identification and tight control of the 
negative risks, while nurturing an environment 
that allows for the identification and conversion 
of opportunities, and their challenge to determine 
how much uncertainty is the organization prepa-
red to accept [8]. a significant aspect is to ensure 
conditions for IT service continuity.
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1.1 Ensuring the availability of an IS
IT services must be prepared, customized and 

robust, in order to be able to react quickly again-
st possible failures, either by minimizing effects 
followed by rapid recovering of IT services, or, in 
better case, by preventing problem occurrence 
based on following monitored indicators. Unfor-
tunately, availability is a long-term critical factor of 
IS. If any IS is out of order, business processes 
cannot be further performed until the IS recovers.

Financial consequences of IS failures consist 
of following coefficients – direct costs, additional 
work hours, lost work hours and loss of revenue 
(see above on Figure 1: Financial consequences 
of IS failures). Direct costs are closely connec-
ted with reparation of IT failures (equipment re-
pairs, expenses for external specialists, financial 
sanctions for not fulfilling of contract obligations). 
Additional working hours represent overhead ex-
penses linked with certain incidents (time spent 
on failure correction). On the other hand, lost 
working hours are indirect indicator of reducing 
revenues, for instance, non-manufactured pro-
ducts. Also loss of customers due to loss of re-
putation of an organization (customers rather go 
to competitors whose systems are still functional) 
results into loss of profits.

Availability of IT services is defined by terms 
RAS [13] – reliability (R) availability (A) and servi-
ceability (S).

Reliability helps to, at once, detect faults and 
avoid them. Although detection is a significant 
part of the process, it is mostly omitted. The worst 
behaviour of a system is when operations conti-
nue running even with a fault.

Availability is measurement how often/ how 
long is the service/component available for 
usage. Measuring of availability can be expressed 
by following relations [14]:

Availability = operating time / (operating time +
+ downtime) (1)

Planned (expected) availability = MTBF / (MTBF+
+ MTTR) (2)

Basic measure of availability is the ratio of ope-
rating time to total elapsed time (1). In the case 
the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and 
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) are known, the 
availability might be expressed on the link (2). It 
is obvious the availability is mostly influenced by 
MTTR; that means, reducing MTTR by one tenth 
has the same effect as tenfold increase of MTBF.

Serviceability represents the ability of the sys-
tem to be repairable and reclaimable. It also hel-
ps to identify possible failures. The purpose is to 
detect failures without stopping the whole opera-
tions. The options to diagnose the system include 
regeneration programmes and diagnostic tools 
including monitoring.

1.2 Proactive monitoring
One of the fundamental elements of business 

continuity planning is proactive monitoring, or in 
other words, intelligent monitoring. In order to avoid 
unexpected failures or to resolve the problems in 
time before harming the operations, there is busi-
ness continuity planning which increases service-
ability of systems [10]. It can also be characterized 

as an administrator who does not wait for a user's 
call reporting failures, but finds out system malfunc-
tion in time or identifies signals of possible threats.  
Proactive monitoring detects and responds to pro-
blems of IS before the end users notify that there 
have been actually some problems.

Especially, this is used in such IS which have 
a significant portion of profit (e-shops, etc.) In 
these cases, such a system is required. Most 
of administrators of IS understand the need for 
application and system monitoring to increase 
the availability of IS. ICT (Information and Com-
munication Technology) department staff mo-
nitors standard sources of application servers, 

Fig. 1: Financial consequences of IS failures

Source: [19], own adaptation
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such as CPU (Central Processing Unit), memory 
usage, etc. Nevertheless, there is a wide range 
of additional sources for monitoring. Therefore, 
it is important to understand its parameters and 
determine which ones are more effective for failu-
re detection and escalation. The possibilities for 
failure detection are following [11], [16]:
• The first option determines the situation when 

the administrator of a system will run all the 
applications at the same time, will work with 
them and in the case a problem occurs, he/
she will solve them by himself. However, this 
option is completely unrealistic for huge 
amount of different applications and IT sys-
tems of an organization.

• Second option is to use software tools which 
monitor given sources and automatically 
analyze when IS exceeds set-up limits. With 
a usage of those tools administrator can mo-
nitor their statuses, set-up limits whereby he/
she will be informed about in order to prevent 
the interruptions of ICT services. 

2. Monitoring preparation (with 
usage of SW tool OpenEdge Ma-
nagement)

The initial situation is shown on the company 
where there is no proactive monitoring implemen-
ted yet. When IT services fail, the end user informs 
the administrator about the situation by himself. At 
the same time, the user may be an external user (the 
user comes from a different company as IT services 
are outsourced) or internal (the user coming from 
the same company as the administrator). Absence 
of monitoring can cause delays while failures could 
be already solved or restored. Consequently, it re-
sults into a situation when clients/ customers have 
to wait because the service is not available yet [21].

On the other hand, there is a company which 
has monitoring SW tools OpenEdge Manage-
ment (OEM). It deals with system tools necessary 
for application management based on database 
environment called Progress. OEM allows to con-
stant monitoring of technological infrastructure 
as well as showing and analyzing gained informa-
tion describing statuses and trends (status histo-
ry) of a given system [18]. However, the current 
status of the company is provided in such a wide 
and complex way that does not allow a quick iden-
tification of a problem.

It is necessary to create such a list of monitors 
which would cover sources needed for perfor-
ming operations of the IS and its components. 
This service is provided through an outsourcing 
contract which determines the obligation of the 
supplier to monitor and, additionally, solve ICT 
failures. The aim of the administrator is to obtain 
a quick overview of information for effective solu-
tions of critical situation of IS.

Monitoring purposes are as follows:
• Classification of controlled sources selected 

according to given criteria;
• Identification/ customer classification and 

evaluation of its influences for monitor creati-
on;

• Creation of process modeling for creation 
of monitors according to customer require-
ments;

• Proposals of monitors controlling sources;
• Monitor settings according to categories.

2.1 Classification of controlled sour-
ces and evaluation of customer's 
influences for monitor creation

First of all, it is important to create specific 
technological categories into which individual 
monitors will be divided. Simultaneously, it is 
required to set up relevancy levels of problems 
which would classify monitors according to con-
sequences on IS.

Sources of monitors OEM can be divided 
into following categories – databases, files, 
networks, OpenEdge environment and system 
sources. Furthermore, it is also demanded to set 
up an overview of monitors for each category 
(see Figure 2).

Division of monitors differs according to rele-
vancy levels of problems. This division takes into 
account what the impacts on the IS are in the 
case of monitor source failure. However, accor-
ding to OEM we can determine following levels 
[1], [15]:
• First severity level – Information: have just an 

information form with no influence on availabi-
lity of IS. It constitutes mainly of notifications 
about successful ending up of a certain pro-
cess or planning process. Notification form is 
provided via E-mail.

• Second severity level – Warning: warning 
about exceeding certain defined settings of 
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monitored source or source failures without 
an influence on basic running of the system. 
Notification form is provided via E-mail and 
SMS. Upon the occurrence of monitoring 
service, the administrator is obligated to avoid 
shut-downs or errors of monitored sources. 

• Third severity level – Error: errors which can 
lead to system malfunction. Notification form 
is provided via E-mail and SMS. Monitoring 
service within the administrator of IS must im-
mediately perform proper corrective actions for 
all ICT recovery processes with the lowest im-
pacts on organization or business processes. 

• Fourth severity level – Severe: severe error or 
system malfunction. Notification form is provi-

ded via E-mail and SMS. Monitoring service 
within the administrator of IS must immediately 
perform proper corrective actions for all ICT re-
covery processes with the lowest impacts on 
organization or business processes.

As already mentioned above, the user may be 
either external (the user comes from another 
company as services are outsourced) or internal 
(the user coming from the same company as the 
administrator). Therefore, it is necessary to con-
sider whether the model procedure is suitable 
for both types of customers or whether there are 
certain customer specifications required. In the 
case of business modelling, such a situation can 

Fig. 2: Model of monitor overview for the category System

Source: own adaptation

Tab. 1: File system usage monitor

Monitor File System Usage

Category System

Severity level Error

Measurable criteria Preference of extreme value

Description
Notification is sent when the usage of volume exceeds 80% limit 
of total capacity.

Tab. 2: Utilization of disk drive monitor

Monitor Disc activity (utilization of disk drive).

Category System.

Severity level Warning.

Measurable criteria Preference of extreme value and relevancy levels.

Description
Notification is sent when the utilization of disk drive of writeable and 
readable operations exceeds 90% limit.

Source: own adaptation

Source: own adaptation
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occur when requirements for monitor creation 
come from supplier's staff who is an internal cus-
tomer at the same time; it may have following re-
asons such as performance monitoring or tuning 
of IS running. Concerning the external customer, 
who represents the company which ordered mo-
nitoring service of IS, they determine the requi-
rements for monitoring sources necessary for 
constant running of the IS. As already remarked, 
there is no need to divide customers into internal 
or external. The reason is that both types have 
the same requirements for source monitoring 
and demand the same monitor output.

3. Model processes enabling crea-
tion of monitors according to cus-
tomer requirements and design of 
monitors of tracked sources

The model of the process “Monitor creation 
according to customer requirements” (see figu-
re 3) shows activities to be performed based on 
customer requirements for monitoring of certain 
sources. Division of customer types is not taken 
into account in the model because they both have 
the same requirements for source monitoring and 
demand the same monitor output.

In the next step, proposals of monitors of tracked 
sources are made accordingly with categories 
which are defined in the previous step; Monitors 
Proposals Examples (see figures 1 and 2).

3.1 Monitor settings according to 
categories

By default settings of monitors there are defi-
ned rules showing which sources will be moni-
tored. Among others, we have to determine an 
interval in which the rule will be repeating and 
monitoring the status of a source. The amount of 
notifications signifies how many times we can ex-
ceed the rules before the message is generated 
for service department. Finally, it is necessary to 
set up the relevancy level of the monitor. Exam-
ples of setting up the rules are demonstrated in 
Table 3 and Table 4.

3.2 Verification
The created model was verified based on requi-

rements of external or internal customer.
The external customer required web self-servi-

ce monitoring. Thanks to the analysis of such 
a requirement it was found out that the monitor 
belongs to category called “network” and is fe-
asible. Therefore, the monitor was assigned to 
the second relevancy level (warning) because 
source failure does not cause a danger for whole 
IS. Consequently, there have been determined 
rules – see Table 5 (the amount of notifications 
signifies how many times we can exceed the rules 
until the message is generated for the service de-
partment). Also, the value of error messages was 
analyzed and chosen a suitable type of monitor. 
Based on the availability analysis of source, it was 

Tab. 3: Setting up the rules for category System

Source: own adaptation

Tab. 4: Setting up the rules for category OE - databases

Source: own adaptation

Monitor Rule Interval Notification Severity level

File volume /zpone/data Usage: 90 % and more 5 mins 1 Error

Capacity utilization of 
floppy disk drives

Utilization: 90 % and 
more

5 mins 2 Warning

Monitor Rule Interval Notification Severity level

Abnormal shutdown of 
database 

Presence of keyword in 
database log

5 mins 1 Severe

Normal shutdown of 
database 

Presence of keyword in 
database log

5 mins 1 Information
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Fig. 3: Model processes of setting up a monitor according to customer's requirements

NO: monitor 
is long-term

YES

NO
Legenda

Analysis of customer requirements

Requirement to create the monitor

Monitor can be 
realized?

Assigning severity level

Setting rules and deploying monitor

Analysis of the monitoring settings

 Was suitable choice 
of the monitor?

EndNO

YES

Event Activity

Decision

Unification
Monitor running

Analysis of the results of monitors

Measures to removing problems

Monitor is one-shot 
or finished

YES: either  monitor is one-shot,
           or monitor is continuous and
               should be finished

Backup configuration

Shutdown monitor

End

Analysis of the time unavailability 
of resources

Source: own
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identified that the value of the failure of web-self 
service ranged in minutes; while during non mo-
nitoring of operation it ranged in tens of minutes 
or hours; mostly reclaimed by customer's clients. 
The last step included back-up and documentati-
on of the monitor configuration.

The internal customer (staff of developing de-
partment) required monitoring of long transac-
tions. The reason is that information about loss 
of already created entries in database came from 
the external customer. Therefore, there has to be 
a proper program invented to monitor a length of 
transactions. Results were entered into an output 
log which tracks presence of the keyword.

Thanks to the analysis of requirement it was 
detected that the monitor belongs to the 'file' 
category and that is feasible. The monitor was 
assigned to first relevancy level (warning) due to 
informational notification without effects on func-
tioning of the IS. Consequently, rules have been 
determined – see Table 6. Also, the value of error 
messages was analyzed and chosen a suitable 
type of monitor. Based on the results of the analy-
sis of performance monitoring results, there have 
been made several arrangements which solve the 
performance problems of the IS. Afterwards, the 
monitor was turned off and a back up of configu-
ration was made.

4. Conclusion
Existence of business continuity is important for 

every organization. It consists of planning failure 
recovery when the cause can be even failure of 
computer network. Even though, information sys-
tems belong to supporting tools from the view of 
main business processes, the IT failure usually 

means stopping the whole operations. Therefore, 
the availability or unavailability has the main influ-
ence on business continuity. IT service continuity 
occurs when services are prepared, customized 
and robust, in order to be able to quickly react 
against possible failures by minimizing effects fo-
llowed by rapid recovering of IT services. One of 
the fundamental elements of business continuity 
planning is proactive monitoring. The element can 
be also characterized as an administrator who is 
not waiting for a user's call for failures, but finds out 
system malfunction in time or identifies signals of 
possible threats. Proactive monitoring detects and 
responds to problems of IS before the end users 
notify there have been actually some problems. 
My work is focused on usage of SW tools which 
monitor chosen sources and automatically inform 
while defined limits exceed. The administrator can 
monitor their status, setting up the limits which 
prevent ICT failures. Monitor creation procedures 
are following - classification of monitored sources 
according to criteria, identification/classification 
of customer and evaluating its influence for moni-
tor creation based on customer requirements, pro-
posal of monitor controlled sources, and settings 
of monitors divided by categories. The created mo-
del was verified on SW tools OpenEdge.
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ABSTRACT

PROACTIVE IT / IS MONITORING FOR BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING 

Stanislava Šimonová, Ondřej Šprync

An organization fulfils its business objectives which initiate priorities for the current business 
processes as well as for their means of support which include gaining and processing informa-
tion (data). Information systems are a significant means of support which are used by company 
in order to meet business objectives. Information systems are fully intended to support business 
processes. In order to gain this functionality, there are two aspects monitored, which are content 
and safety of the information system. Failure or shut-down of information system has an important 
influence on business processes realization or, in other words, has influence on business conti-
nuity. Existence of business continuity is important for every organization. It consists of planning 
failure recovery when the cause can be even the failure of computer network. Even though infor-
mation system belongs to supporting tools from the view of main business processes, IT failure 
usually means stopping the whole operations. Therefore, the availability or unavailability has the 
main influence on business continuity. IT service continuity occurs when services are prepared, 
customized and robust, in order to be able to quickly react against possible failures by minimizing 
effects followed by rapid recovering of IT services.

Therefore, it is required to identify threats of information system failures before it is too late. 
In order to detect abnormal statuses of information systems it is needed to perform appropriate 
measures in time. One of the possibilities to avoid failures of IT services in time is proactive moni-
toring. The text deals with the process of creating and verification of a model enabling creation of 
monitors according to customer requirements.

Key words: business continuity, information system, proactive monitoring.
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